Esc schematics

For this week's assignment, I made an electronic speed controller to drive a brushless DC
motor. Brushless DC motors are commutated electrically, rather than mechanically like stepper
motors , so you need a three inputs. Each input can be high, low, or high-impedance. I
implemented this controller with a pair of h-bridges, which means it could also be used to
control a stepper motor or a pair of regular DC motors with the right code on-board. The
interesting part of the circuit is two h-bridges with high-side nMOS drivers and pull-down
resistors on the low side to prevent accidental shorts. The system is controlled by an Attiny,
which has more outputs than the 44 and hardware serial support. I tried to run larger traces
from the h-bridge lines. Even so, the bridges and board get noticeably warm to the touch when
the propellor is spinning up. The propellor interfaces with the board through a four-pin header,
as does the power supply. I had an strange problem wherein the system restarted whenever I
activated the h-bridge. After scoping it, I found a significant voltage drop, so I added more
capacitors. There's one sitting on feet of the power input header, and one more stacked on top
of the original regulator smoothing cap. Even with this extra capacitance, the system restarts if
you try to turn on the h-bridge without a motor plugged in. I'm guessing that the motor's
inductance helps reduce the magnitude of voltage swings. I only blew up one h-bridge while
programming this design. Not bad. The firmware cycles through a set of pin states that creates
a full rotation. I found these pin states through trial and error, then hard-coded them. It has a
timed delay in between switching states, set in software. The Attiny only has 2 kB of program
memory, so it's important to minimize code space. Can you tell the difference between these
two chunks of code? In the first case, the system will optimize since 10 is a constant value. I
wrote a quick python GUI to control the board. It does a conversion from RPM to delay values,
then passes them on the serial line to the Attiny. Demo Design For this week's assignment, I
made an electronic speed controller to drive a brushless DC motor. Schematic The interesting
part of the circuit is two h-bridges with high-side nMOS drivers and pull-down resistors on the
low side to prevent accidental shorts. Layout I tried to run larger traces from the h-bridge lines.
Completed System I had an strange problem wherein the system restarted whenever I activated
the h-bridge. Firmware I only blew up one h-bridge while programming this design. Software I
wrote a quick python GUI to control the board. I just found a few information and tutorials,
which really didn't help me very much, so i decided to program an own sketch, which is very
simple to understand. So let's go You really should remark the Amperevalue of your ESC. I tried
it with an arduino uno R3. I think it's also possible with an e. You just don't have a language to
program, but a menu made of sounds. If you want to know what exactly you du, when you pick a
menu visit the manual. I Hope i could help you with this tutorial. Question 1 year ago. Thanks for
the great page! Question 2 years ago on Step 4. Hello, Thank you for this tutorial, it is extremely
helpful! I cannot seem to find the specifications defining the signal range for my esc. When I try
callibrating it with a throttle I am able to go through the initialization of sequential beeps AAAA
BBBB etc , however when I try it through sending values via the serial monitor, I only get one or
two beeps for each value I send, and it does not seem to initialize. Any ideas how I can fix this
issue? Here is my two cents. Should work for any ESC. You may need to play with delay times.
Choose your own speed as you wish, between HI and LO. Reply 2 years ago. And I just need to
run it through the usb port. I don't know what to do about the code though. Question 2 years
ago on Step 2. It takes many other issues into consideration. I do admire your effort though! I
was using the github code and it was working fine, but only for pin 9 and 10 on the arduino
NANO the other pins that do have pwm do not work. Someone said it might be that pin 9 and 10
run on hertz and the other pins only at hertz. Is that the case and is it fixable? Question 2 years
ago. Oh thanks for explained. In my case, my pwm output from pid calculation is responsive but
when it write to esc ,the bldc response is slow its like have some delay on it so my quad can't
stable in any pid constants that i tune.. Please help how to make my esc reponse fast according
to yaw and pitch angle with no delay? Running the motors without props they run fine for as
long as I need, but I put some small 6" props on for testing, and after about 10 seconds at least
one motor slows and stops. Eventually two go, then three. Reply 4 years ago. Did you check the
max amperage your ESC can provide vs the rating for the engine? Are your engines overheating
because of too much power? Reply 3 years ago. It was just the power supplies I was using
couldnt give amps fast enough. I eventually just bought a large capacity lipo and charger off
ebay. No worries, thanks for getting back to me :- LiPo will also be the long term solution, but
for now, using a power supply for the algorythm tests with my students.. Thanks again for the
the ESC instructions, they were very useful! It turned out to be power supply, I was using the
wrong sort. Stuck a LiPo on it and everything is good. I was using a pc power supply, but I
couldnt get the motors to run at full speed for long before they eventually cause the power
supply to fail. I havent done much on this for a year or so because I've moved and no longer
have the space, but I need to get bigger motors. I am also trying to lighten the load. Question 3

years ago. The link doesn't work. It just says error when the page goes to hobbyking. Is there
another link? Connect control wire and grnd to Arduino. Press any key when complete" ;.
Please press and hold ESC calibration button. Light shall flash green then red. Release the
button" ;. If not, calbration has failed. Please atempt agian" ;. I tried it on my XL5 esc but it
didn't work. Could you please tell me if there are any modifications I'd have to make to the
code? More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! AaronY
Question 1 year ago. Answer Upvote. Papasot Question 2 years ago on Step 4. Reply Upvote.
ChrisD khbilen Reply 2 years ago. ChrisD Question 2 years ago on Step 2. I'm hoping I can get
this answer as simple as possible - I'm sure what Im asking has been done a million times over
so I'd just love to be able to copy and paste the code - HOWEVER I really don't know what to do
next anyways. So I want to be able to do all of this through the Arduino create agent editor thing
on my desktop. How do I get it to go? I'll have to adjust numbers in certain sections of the code
in editor. I'll need some help with this, e. But basically; How do I turn this set up on and off in
the editor controlled from my desktop. Thanks AND please let me know what I can clarify.
Chrome98 2 years ago. Calond Chrome98 Reply 2 years ago. FarhanT1 Question 2 years ago.
PeterG98 4 years ago. I've pretty much just quadrupled your send routines: firstESC. I'm
running kva, I would have thought these motors could have handled it. Is there something I'm
missing? OlivierL23 PeterG98 Reply 4 years ago. PeterG98 OlivierL23 Reply 3 years ago. Sorry I
honestly didnt see this reply. Thanks for the reply. OlivierL23 PeterG98 Reply 3 years ago.
PeterG98 OlivierL23 Reply 4 years ago. I forgot I posted this otherwise I would have updated it,
thanks for the reply though. TanmayB11 PeterG98 Reply 3 years ago. PeterG98 TanmayB11
Reply 3 years ago. CheL7 Question 3 years ago. Hello, is that all kind of ESC have the same
signal value between and ? SaurabhK45 4 years ago. Dave Mc SaurabhK45 Reply 3 years ago.
Found how to calibrate traxxas XL 2. Software launch sucessful" ; delay ; Serial. Please wait for
further instruction. Press any key when complete" ; while! Release the button" ; delay ; Serial.
Then press any key" ; while! AlphonsusA ethanmm Reply 3 years ago. I have made many
updates to my custom motor controller recently and the old post is getting confusing with notes
and updates, I decided to write a new post about it that hopefully is more clear, more complete
and easier to follow. This might sound a bit ambitions, but my goal is to make the best ESC
available. I really enjoy sharing knowledge, so I want to keep all the hardware and software
open. This is an overview of the schematic download a complete PDF here :. Because
information about the VESC is scattered all over the internet and a lot of information is in email
conversations with me, I have created a forum dedicated to the VESC here. Sensorless startup
and low-speed performance:. My electric longboard:. Video overlay logging see a post about
that here :. Have a look at the links under the Resources heading at the top of this page to find
all files. That makes it super easy to order the PCBs from him. The components in the BOM can
be ordered from mouser. Mouser numbers are included in the BOM as well. Last I ordered,
ordering 10 MOSFETs was cheaper than ordering 6 because there is a price break at 10, so have
a look at the price breaks as well. For assembling the PCBs, the following pictures are useful
the latest versions can be found on github :. Remember to put an electrolytic capacitor close to
the ESC on the supply cable. How large it has to be depends on the length and inductance of
the battery cables, but I usually use a uF 63V capacitor. This is the best tutorial I have seen so
far. It really is as easy as it looks when done right. Here is a video on the technique I use to
solder the pad under the DRV I just put solder on the pad and use a hot air soldering station.
Again, using leaded solder makes it easier. When soldering the DRV, I first solder the pad using
hot air and then I solder the pins with a soldering iron. Notice that the pad under the DRV must
be connected for it to work, since it is the ground connection. This a brief tutorial on how to get
everything running using a fresh install of Ubuntu Please read all the instructions carefully to
avoid most problems. Install a toolchain to compile the firmware for more details, have a look at
this page :. Log out and log back in. First, connect a programmer as described in this post.
Then, download the latest firmware from github, compile and upload it:. It is printed on the PCB.
Again, connect a programmer as described in this post. Then, download the latest bootloader
from github, compile and upload it:. Note : If you have more than one usb-modem device in your
computer laptops often have built-in 3g modems , then you have to change ttyACM0 to the port
of the ESC. From the bldc-firmware directory, type the following commands while the
programming cable is connected to the ESC:. Note : Updating the firmware will delete the
configuration of the ESC. In order to do that, go to the bldc-tool directory and type:. Remember
to reconfigure the ESC after these changes. The missing parameters will become blank and can
mess with things. Since this ESC uses uncommon techniques to commutate the motor in order
to get good low-speed performance without sensors, it is important to set correct
motor-dependent parameters in the sensor less tab. Otherwise, the motor will run poorly or not
at all. This is what the Sensor less configuration page currently looks like I will probably add

more auto-detect options soon :. I will make a video showing this for several different motors
soon, but until then you can try to follow these instructions:. For small low-inductance
high-speed motors, the delay commutation mode can be used in case the integrate mode does
not work. It does not require many parameters, just the minimum RPM which usually can be
around Currently it does not support adjustable timing, but I will implement that in a few days
since it is quite easy. To compensate for the current lagging behind the voltage at high speeds
because of inductance or to get a bit higher top speed at the expense of some efficiency and
torque, phase advance can be used. It is implemented in a speed-dependent way so that the
motor gets more phase advance the faster it spins. It is implemented this way because having
phase advance at low speeds does not give any improvements at all as far as I know, so the
best way is to increase the effect as the motor increases its speed. Setting it to 1. Note : These
limits are not foolproof. Once the ESC is configured for your motor, you can use the up and
down arrow keys to run the motor forwards or reverse in current control mote, or the right and
left arrow keys to run the motor forwards and reverse in duty cycle mode. The buttons in the
right-hand side of the GUI can also be used. Here are the rest of the motor configuration
parameters. You probably want to experiment with Startup boost if you are using current
control. The rest of the parameters can be left as their default values unless you have some
specific reason to change them. After that, select which application to use and configure that
application. Note that not all nunchuks for the nintendo wii will work, because they slightly
differently. A video where I test this:. As I encounter different problems, I will put them here
together with possible solutions for reference. Update about this update: There are no
assembled ESCs left. However, If you are interested in assembled VESCs you can still send me
an email as described below so that I can put you on my extra list. I have ordered assembled
VESCs and they will arrive this or next week. Shipping within Sweden is less expensive and I
will update this post as soon as I know the price. You can contact me by email if you are
interested benjamin at vedder. Later, when I have figured out how to accept payments, I will
send another email with information about how to do that. I am struggling to understand how
the CAN forwarding is to be implemented. I am able to control the first motors speed by sending
a message that looks like [2,5,8,blah,blah,blah,blah,3]. I have enabled CAN forwarding using the
bldc-tool and have given each a separate address and can control them though the single USB.
I will continue to experiment with different message formats but if someone could provide and
example message of setting a speed via CAN forwarding it would be amazing. Your email
address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Since there are plenty of CPU-resources left, the customization possibilities
are almost endless. STM32F4 microcontroller. Current: Up to A for a couple of seconds or about
50A continuous depending on the temperature and air circulation around the PCB. PCB size:
slightly less than 40mm x 60mm. Current and voltage measurement on all phases. Regenerative
braking. DC motors are also supported. Sensored or sensorless operation. Good start-up torque
in the sensorless mode and obviously in the sensored mode as well. The motor is used as a
tachometer, which is good for odometry on modified RC cars. Duty-cycle control, speed control
or current control. Seamless 4-quadrant operation. Wireless wii nunchuk Nyko Kama control
through the I2C port. This is convenient for electric skateboards. Consumed and regenerated
amp-hour and watt-hour counting. Optional PPM signal output. Useful when e. The USB port
uses the modem profile, so an Android device can be connected to the motor controller without
rooting. Because of the servo output, the odometry and the extra ADC inputs that can be used
for sensors , this is perfect for modifying an RC car to be controlled from Android or raspberry
pi. Adjustable protection against Low input voltage High input voltage High motor current High
input current High regenerative braking current separate limits for the motor and the input
Rapid duty cycle changes ramping High RPM separate limits for each direction. When the
current limits are hit, a soft back-off strategy is used while the motor keeps running. If the
current becomes way too high, the motor is switched off completely. The RPM limit also has a
soft back-off strategy. Commutation works perfectly even when the speed of the motor changes
rapidly. This is due to the fact that the magnetic flux is integrated after the zero crossing instead
of adding a delay based on the previous speed. When the motor is rotating while the controller
is off, the commutations and the direction are tracked. The duty-cycle to get the same speed is
also calculated. This is to get a smooth start when the motor is already spinning. All of the
hardware is ready for sensorless field-oriented control FOC. Writing the software is the
remaining part. For assembling the PCBs, the following pictures are useful the latest versions
can be found on github : Remember to put an electrolytic capacitor close to the ESC on the
supply cable. Soldering Tips This is the best tutorial I have seen so far. Flux is essential. I use a
flux pen. Lead-free solder is no good. It has more poisonous flux, requires more heat, gives
lower quality and is difficult to handle. Use a flat, screwdriver-shaped tip. If you get bridges

between smd pins, removing them is easy with a soldering wick. Make sure to get the alignment
right for the microcontroller when soldering the first corner. If you solder multiple corners and
the chip is misaligned, you have to use hot air and remove it, then clean the pads and start over.
Software Installation and Configuration Tutorial This a brief tutorial on how to get everything
running using a fresh install of Ubuntu Download, Compile and Upload the Firmware First,
connect a programmer as described in this post. Download, Compile and Upload the Bootloader
Again, connect a programmer as described in this post. From the bldc-firmware directory, type
the following commands while the programming cable is connected to the ESC: git pull make
upload Note : Updating the firmware will delete the configuration of the ESC. In order to do that,
go to the bldc-tool directory and type: git pull qmake make Now you have the latest version of
the firmware and BLDC Tool. Sensorless Motor Parameters Since this ESC uses uncommon
techniques to commutate the motor in order to get good low-speed performance without
sensors, it is important to set correct motor-dependent parameters in the sensor less tab. I will
make a video showing this for several different motors soon, but until then you can try to follow
these instructions: Connect the motor without any load and make sure that it can spin up freely.
Make sure that no other input such as PPM is used. If it is, it will stop the motor immediately
when the detection tries to start it and the detection will fail. The motor should spin up, release
throttle and then run slowly for a moment. In general, small motors should have lower current
and higher ERPM and larger motors the other way around. Increasing low duty will make it
easier for the motor to run slowly during the test, but the result will become less accurate.
Manually put the obtained values into the boxes. Getting these parameters perfectly right is not
too critical though. What they should be depends on the application and is in most cases not
too important, but in general lowering them will work better if the load has much inertia. You
can probably keep the same parameters I have, but if you want to tweak your startup you can
experiment with them. Phase advance other terms: timing adjustment, field weakening To
compensate for the current lagging behind the voltage at high speeds because of inductance or
to get a bit higher top speed at the expense of some efficiency and torque, phase advance can
be used. Motor Current, temperature, RPM and voltage-limits can be configured depending on
your application. Current Separate limits for acceleration and braking current. Separate limits
for motor and battery currents. I usually set it way higher than the other limits because soft
back-off is preferred rather than switching off the motor with a fault code, but it should never be
higher than A. This is useful if there is much noise and that fault code kicks in all the time. I
usually have it ticked. Setting them about 20 degrees apart will make the ESC slowly decrease
the maximum output current as it gets too warm instead of abruptly switching everything off.
They will require an external temperature sensor in the motor. It is preferable to use the soft
application RPM limits instead if possible. Setting this too high will cause cogging when moving
in one direction and giving high throttle in the other direction. On my longboard I have it at and
my RC car has it a bit higher. Setting this value too high can cause much mechanical stress in
some circumstances. I have it at for all my applications. Voltage The minimum and maximum
input voltage. NOTE : I changed the voltage dividers in hardware The difference is whether the
PCB has 33k or 39k resistors. The latest PCBs with 39k resistors can measure 60V, but you
should have some margin on your supply voltage to be safe. You can of course replace all 33k
resistors with 39k and measure up to 60V. Misc Here are the rest of the motor configuration
parameters. PWM mode Synchronous is recommended and the best choice for a majority of all
motors. Nonsynchronous is only for experimentation and can kill the ESC if you are unlucky.
Current control Startup boost is the minimum duty cycle to use when using current control. If
the motor is to weak when you are just starting, you can increase this parameter a bit until it
feels right. The range is 0. A sane range is up to 0. Min current is the minimum allowed current.
There should be no reason to change this, so leave it at the default value. Control gain is the
gain used by the current controller. Increasing it makes the current response faster, but also
increases the risk of getting an unstable system where the ESC can get damaged. Only change
this if you know what you are doing. Speed control The PID parameters for the speed controller.
Only change them if you know what you are doing. Timeouts Fault stop time is the amount of
milliseconds that the ESC should be completely switched of when a fault code arises. After that
time, it will switch on and try to listen for commands again. Changing application requires a
reboot. There is a button for that. After a reboot, you have to click connect again. Timeout is the
amount of milliseconds after which the motor should be shut off in case the control signal is
missing. Control mode Disabled : Nothing at all, motor is off. Current : Torque control. This is
what I prefer since it feels most natural. Current no reverse : Save as above, but no reverse
function. Note that centring the now will give half throttle. Current no reverse with brake : No
reverse, but centre is zero torque. Reversing will brake, but not change motor direction. Duty
cycle : Duty cycle or voltage control. What most hobby ESCs use. PID speed control : The

throttle command is intepreted as a speed set command and closed-loop control is used to
maintain that speed. Settings Deadband : how much span in the centre of the throttle should be
ignored. If you have a quadcopter application, you should disable the filter and make sure that
there are no glitches since a filter introduces some delay. Soft RPM limit. Speed limit that can be
used in current control mode. Setting the start and end limits a bit apart will result in a soft
torque decay when approaching the speed limit. Traction control can also be enabled, which
reduces the torque on motors that spin faster than the slowest motor proportional to their
speed difference. Control mode Disabled or current control with or without reverse. If reverse is
used, the Z button is used to toggle a direction change. Settings Deadband: The span in the
centre of the throttle that should be ignored. The start value is the point where the torque
should start decreasing and the end value is the point where the output will be switched off.
Setting them slightly apart will give a soft RPM limit. Setting them very high will disable the RPM
limit. Ramping time constants: How fast the throttle command should be followed, in seconds.
Common Problems and Solutions As I encounter different problems, I will put them here
together with possible solutions for reference. Uploading the firmware does not work. Make
sure that you have followed all steps in the tutorial, including adding udev rules to access the
programmer without being root. Make sure that you have a working programmer. Otherwise
they have been reliable though. A DRV fault code appears as soon as the motor starts. Make
sure that R16 is not mounted see the comment in the schematic. Make sure that the mini-usb
cable is plugged in and that power is connected to VESC. If you are using a different
usb-connector than the one from the BOM, make sure that the order of the pins is correct. My
motor is not running properly. Make sure that you have configured VESC for your motor as
described above. VESC is not plug-and-play and needs an individual configuration for each
motor. Without the configuration, the motor will run poorly or not at all. Read the instructions
carefully. As soon as I receive your payment, I will ship the VESC s to you and send an email
with tracking information I will update this information in the coming days, so make sure to
check if there are updates. Thanks a bunch, Mitchell. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. These are frequently used on radio-controlled models which are
electrically powered, with the change most frequently used for brushless motors providing an
electronically produced 3-phase electric power low voltage source of energy for the motor. As
we know, an ESC controls the speed of the motors spin of an airplane. It helps a similar purpose
as the throttle servo of a glow powered airplane. It is an edge between the radio receiver of an
airplane and the power plant. Electronic speed control will have 3- sets of wires. One wire will
plug into the main battery of an airplane. And lastly, a third of wire is used for powering the
motor. The main features of an electronic speed control include battery eliminator circuit, low
voltage cutoff, brake, and to. There are two kinds of electronic speed controller based on the
specific requirements, you can acquire the exact one existing in RC Models shops such as
brushed ESC and brushless Electronic Speed Control. Brushed ESC is the first electronic speed
controller, which has been around for several years. It is also a bit more costly. Connected to a
brushless motor, it carries more power higher performance as compared to the brushed ones. It
can also last a longer period. The basic function of ESC is to change the amount of power to the
electric motor from the aircraft battery based upon the location of the throttle stick. In earlier,
speed controllers are mainly used in remote control boats and cars which use a variable
resistor with a wiper that was stimulated by a servo motor. This technique works reasonably at
full throttle as the battery is associated straight to the motor, though at part throttle situations
the flow of current through the resistor producing power to be lost in the form of heat. As a
model, aircraft will use most of its time at the portion of the throttle. This is not a very practical
means of power control. Here, MOSFET Transistor is used as a switch instead of a mechanical
device, and the amount at which it is switched is about times a second. So, the power to the
motor is diverse by changing the amount of ON time, against off time in a specified cycle. Here
is the simple ESC circuit with a waveform diagram that may help with the description. By
cabling a diode across the motor, we return the energy into the motor as current, which rises
down as the magnetic field failures. The number one significant consideration to keep in mind is
to match the Electronic Speed Control to the sort of motor you used. If the motor has three
wires, then it is brushless. For people who are not aware of electronic speed control, most of
the models like the RTR RC model are provided with a pre-installed Electronic Speed Control.
Most of these are brushed digital units that carry a decent act in their operations. If RC car
comes with analog speed control, which needs a servo to work the swing arm, consider
receiving a digital one as soon as you can. It is also fine to get an ESC with the opposite
functionality. The electronic speed control systems are used in remote control and vehicle
applications. Thus, this is all about the electronic speed controller. We hope that you have got a
better understanding of this concept. Furthermore, any doubts regarding this concept or to

implement any electrical projects , please give your valuable suggestions by commenting in the
comment section below. Here is a question for you, What is the function of ESC? Hi Georgis
That depends on the current draw of your motor, and it is not possible for us to suggest the
controller. Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain any AC from the ESC if it is not connected to
a brushless motor. I should be very indebted to you if you would let me know : a which are the
initialisation tests of the ESC b how to avoid the necessity of having connected a motor Yours
sincerely, Georges. Share This Post: Facebook. Hello I have one driil motor 18v what controller
does it need? Credit Rules Jump to the last page. Login Register. Uploading and Loding Picture
Second Officer. Explaining it via email was getting cumbersome! I have prepared this
information in a 7 page pdf file attached. It contains basically how the ESCs work theory of
operation , schematic diagram, parts layout on the ESC board, and oscilloscope waveforms for
troubleshooting. I have the ver. From photos of the ver. I think the difference is strictly in the
MPU firmware loaded. Thus, this should be applicable to both ver. A DVM for voltage or
resistance checks has limited meaning. If you note any errors, please let me know and I'll
update and issue a new version if neccessary. Hopefully you'll find the "Handyman's Guide"
useful for troubleshooting and repair at the component level. Paul Twitter Facebook Favorite 4
Like Use props. First Officer. Brilliant work Paul, you have made carried out some dilligent work
on this forum- speaking with data rather than just opinion- priceless! Maybe you could give
Fantomas permission to add your stuff to his ever growing almanac of knowledge on the
Phantom, mentioned elsewhere on this forum. Thanks, appreciate your work on this issue.
Awesome work Paul! TheRann4u Offline. No issues yet, but will collect the data with
appreciation for your hard work!!! Thanks for all the info Paul! I was wondering what was taking
so long, but now I see why. Nice professional job! John N2KBE. Wow Awesome work! Be it
known that Pxxx Hxxxxx otherwise known as secret identity "na5n". First class work Paul, very
impressive!!!!!! This may be a question from an unknown planet but apart from switching the
motor wirin Excellent, cheers Paul Steve C. DJI-Autumn Offline. It would be topped. Excellent
Paul. Sorry to hear about death in your family. I have gone thru 5 props on tip over stopping
motors instantly in gravel driveway and no failures either does that mean you agree that 2. PWM
allows for precise motor speedcontrol. You never saw this problem in the PWM signal itself?
See 3 why I wonder Anyone who has NOT tightened their props with wrench appear in danger of
unscrewing them during the resulting max motor decel What do you think? Should I report this
to SDK folks at dji? Thanks now it is Miller time. You deserve it! Paul, Thanks for your reply to
my email. With full credits to you of course! It was my 90 year old father that passed away. I
replaced all four of A true EE with a twist of nominal for the dummies. Photica Offline.
Outstanding documentation. It is exactly what I've been searching for. All the best I has to
replace my spark esc its a newer spark as well but it keeps poping the right front one turns out
thr tracer wire is wrone side on the new frame i bought white tracer wire is on opisit side of the
3 wires from the arm across from it in all pics i see including the origonal frame. Hoping when a
thirs esc comes in i can just flip them and it will work. Seems to be the middle one. So itd the
ground and signal wire that must be reverced and poping the esc. Hope its not due to the esc
being 2. Got it up it just needed the wires reverced on the one arm dji installed them backwards.
All is good now and my esc is fine too. My baby is back and its blue now not white and flys
perfect. Would LOVE to see them. Unable to download the attachments please help. OmriMav
Offline. Hi, I know this post is older. I tried downloading the PDFs and it shows I don't have the
authority. Thank you in advance! Advanced Bold Text Color Upload. You need to log in before
you can reply Login Register now. Regards Hi Guy, I have printed this out and bound it with my
phantom manual. There is a link in the posting to the actual document. Rod UGH! The posting is
just down the page from where we are at the moment. He has assembled lots of stuff which has
helped me immensly and is worth studying. He is therefore entitled to all the rights, privileges
and honors pertaining thereto and is hereby given authority by the General Assembly of
members. In witness whereof the membership have hereunto affixed their electronic equivelent
of a "DUDE, you rock! I know what you're up to guy- you want to make a fence post hole borer
out of it! Thanks to all for your kind words. Between business travel and a death in the family,
mostly without internet access, I've been out of touch past month. Much appreciated with some
LOLing. And guymacdonald So if replacing your ESC or motor, always make a notation of the
order of the black, yellow and red wires on that arm. I have since upgraded all the ESCs to ver.
First flight with the ver. Good and safe flying to all, Paul. I replaced all four of my ESCs with ver.
I have not tried to stall one of the props, like on a tip-over, to see if any damage would occur. I
do wish DJI would share some technical details on their quadcopters, and some specific details
on what firmware changes were implemented. I see absolutely no difference between the 2.
Same circuit, same board, same parts. The change must be entirely the MPU firmware, and like
you, suspect it was to alter the commutator and velocity loops for better motor control. This

would no doubt be some fine tuning of the PWM phasing to the motors, or some default routine
to keep the motors from stalling and burning up the FETs. According to DJI, the commutator
feedback speed control is disabled when you first power up the motors, and speed control kicks
in when the rpms indicate flight in progress. Temporarily turning off the speed control in flight
when some motor rotation "glitch" is detected, to allow the speed to stabilize, was also
probably added. Regardless of the specific firmware changes, it does seem DJI addressed the
problem with a fairly valid fix. I have seen very few ESC failure posts over the past couple of
months as the ver. I haven't done that. Always nice to see new data. I think any of us that have
the means to measure the performance of the P2V or other models should report them to DJI. I
think they appreciate the feedback, and it also sends a message that some of us are out there
evaluating the technical performance and fully capable of providing sound feedback, Paul. I
have no objections to the ESC information being posted elsewhere. I posted it here to share.
Thanks for asking, though. Sorry to hear. As others have noted, a printout has already been
added to my ever expanding documentation collection Which already includes the fabulous
document from Fantomas - Should be mandatory reading for all! I personally tend to learn a lot
more by reading than watching videos. Thanks again, Regards, Ian. Nearly forgot about it. The
better camera and no fish-eye distortion just makes superior photos and video. It saddens me to
see it sitting on the shelf. I have flights on the P3S and so far no problems except repairing a
couple of shell cracks. OmriMav Offline OmriMav lvl. Let's get started! The two videos give you
a good idea of what is necessary to do to create your own ESC. In the following steps I will
present you some additional information. Here you can download the code that I created for the
project. Since I created quite a few of them you can download them all. Feel free to check out
my YouTube channel for more awesome projects:. Correct me if I'm wrong, but there appears to
be a bug well, 3 identical ones in 4. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. So should i increase
the voltage to the compressor or the speed of the compressor can be increased by the code
itself? Hi Great Scott my question is, do you think the basic code will run on a senseless
squirrel cage induction motor that has no magnets and whose load is a simple green house
fan? Hi Scott, the actual boards pictures you show do not look like the electronic diagram. What
changes do I need to make to make this work? Question 2 years ago. Answer 2 years ago.
Question 3 years ago on Step 5. Hi,I want to try this project. But before the create it, I want to
simulate in the program. Which simulation program you use? Can you help me? Great
instructable, but I think there are a few errors in your schematic. The RC filters you have on the
comparator inputs look to be drawn incorrectly. The capacitor should be located directly on the
comparator pin, so that the capacitor forms a voltage divider along with the resistor, to form a
lowpass filter. As drawn, the capacitor is right across a low impedance source, so it will have
little to no effect. Awesome project! We made it exacatly like you.. The only problem is that the
motor isn't spinning fast enough. Do you have any idea why this
civic honda 2002
peugeot expert manual
98 impreza outback sport
is happening? We using the software 4. Very good project. I had bought some parts form
Makerfabs. Hope every thing is OK. Could you please sharing the eagle files? By GreatScottLab
Follow. More by the author:. Here you can find the schematic along with reference pictures of
my board layout. Sketch 1: Uses the analogRead function to measure the current Sketch 2:
Uses the external interrupt on pin 3 to measure the current Sketch 3: Uses timer 2 to control the
current chopping Sketch 4: Uses the interrupts on pin 10,11,12 to switch to the next step.
Attachments 1. You did it! You just created your own ESC! Did you make this project? Share it
with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Gokulias 1 year ago. ArunS 1 year ago. Answer Upvote.
ZellitoH 2 years ago on Introduction. AiltonO Question 2 years ago. PierceB4 3 years ago. Sorry
for my bad english. Ivan 3 years ago. Is it possible to implement a digital speed reference?
Without using a potentiometer. AllexandruP 3 years ago. JaccoV 3 years ago.

